
Specialized Writing Notes 

The Basics:  

- No piece of writing is ever complete 

- Quotes shouldn’t be about the moment, get IN the moment 

- Never begin a story until you have an angle… Prom or homecoming is not an angle, 
find limo driver’s final year, a person who can’t afford prom, etc.   

- Losers are better stories than winners 

- Show don’t tell 

- When you have a “bomb”, write it in an understatement  

- Endings should be surprising but inevitable. No conclusions   

The Interview:  

- Interviewing is like a game of battleship. You have to keep asking until you “hit” 
something 

- Questions should be asked from easiest to hardest. Don’t ask the personal questions 
first.  

- Interview where they are comfortable. Most people aren’t comfortable in the journalism 
room or in the hallways with people are around them. Good place: home, outside, over 
dinner, etc.  

- Good interviewer > good writer  

- Break the ice by asking questions you already know the answer to or recall facts that 
you already know. Ex: “So last week the tournament was in California, correct?”  

- Always end with these two questions: What else would you like to add that I haven’t 
already asked? May I call you back if I have additional questions?  

Story Package Timeline: 

- Day 1: Identify story and angle. You must be able to effectively complete this 
sentence: This is a story about……… If an editor or advisor isn’t interested by the 
sentence, it probably isn’t a good story.  

- Day 2: Research background information 



- Day 3: Identify sources to interview and begin scheduling the interviews. Sources 
should never be from the same background. Bad: Three senior volleyball players. Good: 
Senior volleyball player, parent, coach, younger player, trainer, private coach, etc.  

- Day 4: Think of eight “moments” you want to interview around, develop 25 possible 
questions, create 10 break-the-ice questions (these questions allow people to gain your 
trust)  

- Day 5: Interview transcript, sidebar info for designer, headline ideas 

- Day 8: Three paragraph lead 

- Day 10: Final draft  

Good Reads:  

- The Outliers by Malcom Gladwell 

- Sarah Clark series by Eric Adler Kansas City Star 

- Hope in the Unseen  

-Someone to Lean On 

- A Mother, A Daughter, A Murderer  

- Dandelion by Ray Bradbury  

- Be True to Your School by Bob Green  

- Young Love (New York Times)  

Podcast or Entertainment “mini” stories:  

- Interview fifty students having them all complete the same sentence. Example: I 
hate… I love… I want… I fear… I dream… If I could live anywhere… If I could be any 
figure in history… 

 - themoth.org (Stories Told Live)  

 

_______  

 


